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Abstract—In this paper an investigation is presented of meta-
material structures excited by a line source aimed at producing
narrow directive beams. The structure under consideration is a
grounded slab made of a homogeneous metamaterial medium with
a plasma-like dispersive permittivity; for low values of the slab per-
mittivity an extremely directive beam pointing at broadside can be
obtained. Conditions for the maximization of radiation at broad-
side are given and the narrow-beam effect is shown to be related
to the excitation of a leaky mode supported by the slab, with ra-
diation maximization corresponding to small and equal values of
the phase and attenuation constants. The frequency bandwidth and
directivity are expressed in a simple closed form in terms of the at-
tenuation constant of the leaky mode. By increasing the slab height
for a fixed frequency, the leaky mode is analytically shown to give
rise to a beam that is scanned from broadside to the critical angle
for plane-wave refraction, thus being confined to a narrow angular
region around broadside. Numerical results are given that illus-
trate these features, and full-wave simulations of a metamaterial
structure made of an array of metallic cylinders are presented that
confirm the results of the analytical study. The case of a line source
inside a semi-infinite metamaterial region is also considered and its
radiation characteristics compared with those of the metamaterial
slab.

Index Terms—Artificial dielectrics, broadside radiation, electro-
magnetic band gap, leaky waves, metamaterials, plasma.

I. INTRODUCTION

E
LECTROMAGNETIC band-gap (EBG) materials are

periodic structures composed of metallic or dielectric

elements embedded in a homogeneous background [1]–[5]:

their main property is to inhibit propagation of electromagnetic

waves in a certain frequency range, and their characteristics

depend on the geometry and the periodicity of the structure.

More generally, metamaterial structures are periodic structures

that exhibit interesting material properties that conventional

dielectric structures do not. It is known that, under suitable con-

ditions, these structures can be homogenized when their period
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Fig. 1. (a) Example of a metamaterial structure excited by an electric line
source. The structure is composed of a finite number of periodic rows of
metallic cylinders with radius a and spatial period d, small with respect to
the wavelength, above a perfectly-conducting ground plane. (b) Equivalent
homogenized structure, modeled as a grounded plasma slab with relative
permittivity " .

is much smaller than the wavelength and modeled as media

with an effective permittivity and permeability, presenting some

interesting features. For example, a structure composed of a

periodic array of metallic cylinders and/or metallic strips with

spatial period small with respect to the wavelength behaves as

a homogenous material with an effective dielectric permittivity

that exhibits a plasma-like behavior (see Fig. 1). The possibility

of simulating such plasma behavior by means of artificial

dielectrics was already established during the fifties and sixties

by Brown [6], Bracewell [7], and Rotman [8]. More recently,

several researchers have proposed other structures or alternative

analyses in order to synthesize homogeneous materials having

a dielectric permittivity and/or magnetic permeability with a

frequency-dependent behavior; the main characteristic of such

effective constitutive parameters is to be negative or to have a

very small positive value (nearly zero) in a certain frequency

range [9]–[17]. The possibility of fabricating these artificial

materials has opened the way to the study and the design of

several interesting devices with novel specific electromagnetic

features (see, e.g., [18]–[25]).
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The issue of enhancing the broadside directivity of a source

embedded in an artificial medium has been addressed by sev-

eral authors both in the optical and in the microwave ranges

[26]–[34]. In particular, the use of microcavities [28], [29] or

planar defects in a photonic crystal [30]–[32] to reduce the an-

gular range of the radiated field has been illustrated.

In [26], [27], and [33], a metamaterial slab has been con-

sidered as a structure that, under suitable conditions, confines

in a very narrow beam the energy radiated by a source em-

bedded inside the metamaterial; in particular, Enoch et al. fur-

nished in [33] a theoretical explanation of the directivity en-

hancement based on the wavenumbers of the propagating plane

waves within the structure. In this work we show how the di-

rective radiation attainable with low-permittivity homogeneous

metamaterial slab structures is directly related to the excitation

of a leaky mode with low attenuation. Properties of leaky modes

in a plasma slab have already been studied in [35] and [36] and

in a double-negative metamaterial grounded slab in [37]; appli-

cation to frequency-scanning leaky-wave antennas was studied

in [38] and [39], while the connection between leaky waves and

high directivity has been suggested in [40] for a different elec-

tromagnetic band-gap structure.

It should be noted that in [37] some features of broadside ra-

diation from leaky waves in double-negative metamaterial slabs

have been described. In this work we analyze the case of an elec-

tric line source inside a grounded positive metamaterial slab. In

addition to deriving simple design formulas to maximize the ra-

diation at broadside (as was done in [37] for double-negative

slabs), we explore the basic physical properties of such antenna

structures, including directivity, pattern bandwidth, and angular

limits for directive radiation. The main features of the radiated

beam are expressed in terms of the wavenumber of the leaky

mode, and numerical results are presented that verify the key

role of leaky waves in determining the directive radiation. More-

over, results are obtained for an actual metamaterial structure

composed of metallic cylinders to validate the theory.

After an investigation of the metamaterial plasma-slab struc-

ture, the case of a line source inside a semi-infinite metamate-

rial region is considered. This structure can also obtain highly

directive patterns, although in this case the effect is not due to

a leaky wave, but rather to a ray-optics effect as explained in

[33]. A more detailed explanation for the effect in terms of wave

phenomenology can be provided by examining the field at the

interface, and it is shown that the directive pattern is due to the

dominance of a lateral-wave type of field that exists on the in-

terface. Simple formulas for the power density at broadside and

the directivity are obtained for this case as well.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the radiative

properties of the metamaterial slab structure are investigated,

and a condition is derived to obtain maximum power density ra-

diated at broadside. An approximate closed-form expression for

the relevant pattern bandwidth is then obtained. The main char-

acteristics of the far-field pattern, including radiation off broad-

side, are also illustrated. In Section III, a leaky-wave explana-

tion of the enhanced-directivity effect is provided. In particular,

the condition for obtaining maximum power density radiated at

broadside, the directivity at broadside, and the angular limits of

the directive radiation are expressed in terms of the properties of

the relevant leaky wave. The case of an electric line source ra-

diating in a metamaterial plasma half space is then investigated

in order to explore the nature of the radiation from this type of

structure, and to show that the cause of the narrow-beam effect

in this case is due to a lateral-wave type of field on the interface.

In Section IV, an actual metamaterial slab structure composed

of a periodic array of metallic cylinders is investigated by means

of a full-wave numerical approach in order to validate the pre-

vious analysis. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are drawn.

II. RADIATIVE PROPERTIES

The structure considered here is a plasma slab of height on

a perfectly conducting plane, excited by an electric line source

along , embedded in the plasma medium at a distance

from the ground plane [see Fig. 1(b)]. For the excited polariza-

tion ( , with the field polarized along ), the plasma is

modeled as lossless, homogeneous, and isotropic, with relative

permeability and relative permittivity

(1)

where is the plasma frequency. When , the relative

permittivity is negative and the plasma is said to be opaque,

whereas, when , is positive and the plasma is said to

be transparent: the latter is the case we are interested in, with

particular reference to the frequency range in which has very

low values (i.e., ).

A. Maximization of the Power Density Radiated at Broadside

The electric field in the air region excited by a unit ampli-

tude electric line source can be represented as an inverse Fourier

transform,

(2)

where is the vertical wavenumber in air (

is the free-space wavenumber) with in

order to satisfy the radiation condition at infinity, and the spec-

tral electric field at the air-slab interface is [41, sec. 3.9]

(3)

Here and are the relevant

TE characteristic impedances ( is the free-space characteristic

impedance) and is the vertical wavenumber

inside the slab.

The far-zone electric field can readily be obtained through an

asymptotic evaluation of (2) for large distances from the origin

[42, Sec. 4.2]. The result is

where the normalized far-field pattern is

(4)

and is the angle measured from broadside.
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The radiated power density (which is actually the power

per unit angle for a one meter length along the direction) is

so that at broadside we have

(5)

The first goal is to find the maximum of as a function

of , keeping the frequency fixed. Since , in order to

maximize we require that the sine term in the denominator

of (5) vanishes, which is equivalent to requiring that the slab

height be a multiple of half a wavelength inside the slab

, i.e.

(6)

The location of the source should be chosen in order to maxi-

mize the numerator in (5), i.e., should be an odd multiple of

. (For the thinnest slab, , this corresponds to placing

the source in the middle of the slab.)

Second, we wish to find the maximum of as a function

of , keeping the slab height fixed. It can be observed that the

variation of is mainly due to its denominator, since the nu-

merator is a slowly-varying function of . Therefore, with the

same reasoning as above, it can be concluded from (6) that the

optimum frequency is (where is

the speed of the light in vacuum). This is actually an implicit

equation, since the relative permittivity is a function of fre-

quency . By using (1), an explicit expression for can be

obtained in terms of the plasma frequency and the slab height

as

(7)

The validity of condition (6) is approximately independent

of the location of the source , although the level of radiated

power density at broadside strongly depends on it, being max-

imum when is an odd multiple of .

When the optimum condition (6) is satisfied and is an odd

multiple of , the power density at broadside is inversely

proportional to the relative permittivity:

(8)

This result clearly shows the importance of metamaterials with

low to obtain strong field values at broadside.

The validity of the optimum condition (6) can be verified by

considering a specific structure with, e.g., a plasma frequency

. In Fig. 2(a), the power density radiated at broad-

side by a unit-amplitude electric line source is reported as

a function of the slab height , when the operating frequency

has been chosen to be , such that

and , and the source is located at

. The power density is expressed in dB (relative to one

). It can be seen that is a strictly periodic func-

tion of and shows maxima when is an integer multiple of

.

Fig. 2. Power density radiated at broadside P (0) by a unit amplitude
electric line source placed in a grounded metamaterial slab as in Fig. 1(b)
with f = 20 GHz. (a) As a function of the slab height h at the frequency
f = 20:155GHz and with h = 30mm. (b) As a function of the frequency f
for different values of the slab height h with h = h=2. (c) As a function of the
frequency f for different values of the source location h with h = 60 mm.

In Fig. 2(b), the power density radiated at broadside is

reported as a function of the frequency for different values of

the slab height , with the source located at . It can

be observed that, as expected from (6), for each value of , the

maxima of are located at frequencies for which is an

odd integer multiple of (note that, since the wavelength in

the slab varies rapidly with frequency, the frequencies at which

and are actually fairly close). Furthermore, it

can be seen that, when is equal to even multiples of , zero
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power is radiated at broadside; in fact, in the latter case, the nu-

merator of (5) is zero since is an even multiple of

. In Fig. 2(b) it can also be observed that maxima corre-

sponding to values of in (6) are lower than the maximum

corresponding to . This is consistent with (8) since higher

values of correspond to higher frequencies and thus to higher

values of .

In Fig. 2(c), is reported as a function of the frequency

for different values of the source location , keeping the slab

height fixed at . As expected, the frequencies at

which is maximum do not appreciably depend on , even

though the maximum level of decreases by decreasing the

distance of the source from the ground plane, starting from

. At the peaks the power density for the case is

lower than for the case by 3 dB, as expected (except

for the second peak at 20.6 GHz, where the pattern for

has a null instead of a peak, as explained previously).

It is also interesting to study the behavior of the directivity at

broadside, defined as

(9)

as a function of and . In Fig. 3(a), the directivity at broadside

is reported as a function of , for a structure as in Fig. 2(a). In

Fig. 3(b) and (c), is reported as a function of the frequency

for the same cases considered in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively.

Although the directivity is not strictly periodic in , it can be

observed in Fig. 3(a) that it is also maximized when

with odd. Moreover, condition (6) also maximizes the direc-

tivity as a function of frequency [see Fig. 3(b)], independently

of the location of the source (see Fig. 3(c), where ).

The behavior of the total radiated power (expressed in

dB relative to one W/m) as a function of or is shown in

Fig. 4, for the same cases already considered in Figs. 2 and 3.

It can be observed that attains local maxima for the same

values of the slab height and frequency as the radiated power

density at broadside and directivity.

As a final remark, by a comparison of Figs. 2(b) and 3(b), one

may note that a bandwidth definition based on the directivity

would be larger than that defined using the radiated power

density . The bandwidth is analyzed analytically in the next

Section.

B. Bandwidth for Radiation at Broadside

We consider now the bandwidth for radiation at broadside,

defined as the frequency range where

the power density level radiated at broadside is within

3 dB of its maximum in (8), reached at . As

shown in Section II-A, the maximum power density at broadside

is achieved when (7) is satisfied. To calculate the power frac-

tional bandwidth (FBW) at broadside, we search the frequen-

cies such that the broadside radiated power

density in (5) is one half of its maximum value in

(8). By using a Taylor expansion in a neighborhood of

of the trigonometric functions and in (5) truncated to the

second-order terms in , and by assuming , after

Fig. 3. Directivity at broadside D for the structure in Fig. 1(b). (a) As a
function of the slab height h for the structure in Fig. 2(a). (b) As a function of
the frequency f for different values of h with h = h=2, as in Fig. 2(b). (c) As
a function of the frequency f for different values of h with h = 60 mm, as
in Fig. 2(c).

some algebra a second-order equation for is obtained, as-

suming the case

(10)

The middle term in the above equation is neglected since it is

the smallest (justified from the final solution for ). From the

two solutions of (10), the FBW is thus

(11)
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Fig. 4. Total radiated power for the structure in Fig. 1(b). (a) As a function of
the slab height h for the structure in Fig. 2(a). (b) As a function of the frequency
f for different values of h with h = h=2, as in Fig. 2(b). (c) As a function of
the frequency f for different values of h with h = 60 mm, as in Fig. 2(c).

where the last approximation is valid for slab heights such that

so that . Alternatively, by means of

(1) and (7), the FBW can be expressed in terms of the plasma

frequency and the slab height , i.e.,

(12)

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the approximate result

(12) (gray solid line) and the exact power fractional bandwidth

Fig. 5. Comparison between the exact power fractional bandwidth at roadside
(evaluated by means of the frequencies f and f calculated numerically,
black circles) and the approximate formula (calculated by means of (12), gray

dashed line) as a function of the slab height h for the structure in Fig. 2(a).

FBW at broadside evaluated by means of the frequencies

and calculated numerically (black circles) as functions of

the slab height for a structure as in Fig. 2(a). As can be ob-

served, very good agreement is obtained starting from about

.

C. Far-Field Pattern and Radiation Off Broadside

When the operating frequency differs from , the far-field

pattern changes in two possible ways: either a beam with a single

peak at broadside is radiated (however with a smaller amplitude

with respect to the optimum case) or a beam with two (or more)

peaks off broadside is produced.

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) where the radiation

pattern of a structure as in Fig. 2 with (such that

) and is shown at different fre-

quencies. When (i.e., below ) the beam

points at broadside, whereas at (i.e., above )

two narrow maxima are obtained at . When the fre-

quency is further increased [e.g., at in Fig. 6(a)]

additional beams are produced.

By keeping the frequency and source location fixed at

and , respectively, and by

varying the slab height, the radiation pattern changes, as illus-

trated in Fig. 6(b). It can also be noted that in this case, when the

optimum condition [see (6)] is satisfied, the far-field

pattern has a peak at broadside with the maximum amplitude.

When , the beam still points at broadside; further-

more, when , a very broad beam is radiated,

almost constant in the angular range shown. When ,

a beam with two peaks off broadside is produced, though other

peaks may also appear off broadside (e.g., for ). From

numerical experiments, we find that increasing the slab height

increases the pointing angle, though it remains limited by the

critical angle . This is explained in

Section III-C.

All the radiative properties shown here are explained in the

next section by means of modal properties of leaky waves sup-

ported by the grounded metamaterial slab.
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Fig. 6. Radiation patternP (�) for the structure as in Fig. 1(b). (a) For different
frequencies with h = 60mm and h = h=2. (b) For different slab heights with
f = 20:155 GHz and h = � =4 = 30 mm.

III. LEAKY-WAVE EXPLANATION OF THE

DIRECTIVE RADIATION

The high-directivity properties at broadside of a grounded

plasma slab have been explained by Enoch et al. with a simple

ray-optic picture of the radiation phenomena based on mode

matching at the boundary of the slab, supported with rigorous

numerical calculations [33]. We briefly recall their explanation:

if the refractive index of the slab is positive and much lower

than one (near zero), the rays emitted by the source are refracted

at the air-slab interface with transmitted angles belonging to a

small angular range between broadside and the critical angle .

Therefore, an enhancement of the directivity at broadside with

respect to ordinary dielectric slabs can be expected; moreover,

by varying frequency, the maximum of the radiation pattern is

constrained to lie inside the above-mentioned angular range.

This explanation provides important physical insight into the

operation of the antenna, although a further understanding can

be obtained by examining the guided waves supported by the

structure. It is demonstrated here that the narrow-beam effect

is due to the excitation of a leaky wave. In particular, the inter-

esting refractive property outlined in [33] is valid for the direct

field excited by the source, and thus also for the various blurred

“images” reflected by the ground plane and the top-material in-

terface. However, what makes the structure extremely directive

is not only the refractive effect, but also the fact that all the waves

(direct and reflected) produced by the source add constructively

Fig. 7. Comparison between the total field (TF) and the leaky-wave field
(LWF) for the structure in Fig. 6(a) at f = 20:039, f = 20:155, and
f = 20:5 GHz. (a) Amplitude of the electric field at the air-slab interface
as a function of the normalized distance from the source x=� . (b) Radiation
pattern P (�).

to produce a strong radiation at broadside. From a guided-wave

point of view, these wave fields are all part of a leaky-wave

field that is excited by the source and propagates away from the

source in the directions. This is explained and quantified in

the following.

Remarkably, for a similar problem (but a completely dif-

ferent application), Tamir and Oliner showed in 1962 [35] that

the radiation pattern of an excited plasma slab was due to the

excitation of a leaky wave with a small attenuation constant and

a phase constant lower than . Moreover, they showed that,

by increasing the frequency, additional beams can originate

from broadside due to the excitation of higher-order leaky

waves, as we noticed in Fig. 6(a). Note that since increases

with frequency, the angular range defined by the critical angle

broadens when the frequency is increased. On the contrary, by

keeping the frequency fixed as in Fig. 6(b), the critical angle

does not change. Moreover, when a very broad

nondirective beam is radiated since in this case the involved

leaky wave is poorly excited and the field is mainly due to the

space wave [43].

In order to demonstrate the dominant role of the leaky-wave

field in determining these radiation characteristics, a compar-

ison between the exact total field (TF) and the leaky-wave field

(LWF) is presented in Fig. 7 for a structure with ,

, and , such that the optimum frequency
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for maximum power density at broadside is, from (7),

. In particular, in Fig. 7(a), a comparison between

the TF and the LWF excited at the slab-air interface is shown

for three different frequencies above as a function of the nor-

malized distance from the source . The TF is calculated by

numerically evaluating the integral in (2); the LWF is evaluated

as the residue contribution to the integral in (2) at the dominant

complex leaky-wave pole at of the spec-

tral field (3) (i.e., the one with the lowest attenuation constant

) [43], and it has the simple expression

(13)

with . In general, when has suf-

ficiently low values, the LWF is dominant on the air-slab inter-

face, provided that the residue is not too small [43]. In Fig. 7(a),

it can be seen that the LWF is completely coincident with the TF

in the entire spatial range both at (where the

beam peak is off broadside) and (corresponding

to maximum radiation off broadside), thus revealing its domi-

nant character. On the other hand, at , (i.e.,

below the optimum frequency) the LWF is dominant only up to

; for larger distances from the source, a change from

the exponential behavior of the LWF to the algebraic decay of

the space-wave field (SpWF) is observed [42]. Above the inter-

face the domain of existence of the leaky-wave field is restricted

to an angular region , where is determined from

the propagation constant of the leaky wave, as in standard slab

problems [43]. The SpWF along the interface is calculated by

performing the integration in (2) along a vertical path that goes

around the branch point at , which becomes a steepest-de-

scent path in the limit of large [42], i.e., when the inte-

grand is slowly varying with respect to .

The SpWF in Fig. 7(a) is reported only for

since it remains almost the same at the other two frequencies. It

should be noted that the SpWF always constitutes the dominant

asymptotic contribution to the TF for large distances from the

source, although this is visible only for in the

distance range shown in Fig. 7(a).

In Fig. 7(b), the relevant radiation patterns are compared; also

in this case the agreement between the TF and the LWF is excel-

lent both at and , whereas, at

, a discrepancy due to the nonnegligible con-

tribution of the SpWF is observed.

Knowledge of the fact that the aperture field is dominated by

a leaky-wave that is attenuating away the source is important

to determine where these structures can be truncated without

affecting the radiative features.

A. Leaky-Wave Explanation of the Optimum Radiation

Condition

In this section our goal is to show that the optimum condi-

tion (6) or (7) implies the presence of a TE leaky wave with

small and nearly equal values of the phase and the attenuation

constants. Let us consider then the dispersion equation for TE

modes, which can be obtained by equating the denominator of

(3) to zero. This equation can be written in terms of the normal-

ized leaky-wave propagation constant as

(14)

where a caret ( symbol) indicates normalization with respect

to . By assuming and by using a Taylor

expansion of the square-root functions in (14), we have

(15)

By taking into account the optimum condition (6), by approx-

imating the tangent using , and neglecting

higher-order powers in , (15) can be approximated as

(16)

and from (16) we obtain an approximate asymptotic expression

for :

(17)

Taking the real and imaginary parts

(18)

In the limit of small , the right-hand side of the first of (18) can

be neglected with respect to the right-hand side of the second of

(18); thus it is concluded that the optimum condition (6) implies

(19)

For the analysis to be consistent we require that the absolute

value of thus obtained satisfies the initial assumption

, and, from (19) with , this is equivalent to

(20)

which defines the range of “small” . The relative permittivity

in (19) has then to be evaluated at the optimum frequency

in (7), i.e.

(21)

where the last approximation is valid for slab heights such that

. By substituting (21) into (19) we finally obtain

(22)
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Fig. 8. Normalized leaky-wave phase (�=k , solid gray lines) and attenuation
(�=k , dashed gray lines) constants and power density radiated at broadside
(P (0), solid black line) as a function of frequency f for a structure in Fig. 6(a).
The exact frequencies for which P (0) is maximum or minimum are indicated
at the bottom of the figure.

In order to validate the previous analysis, in Fig. 8 the dis-

persion curves of the first three leaky modes (labeled as ,

, ) are reported together with the power density radi-

ated at broadside as a function of frequency for a structure

as in Fig. 6(a) (i.e., , , ,

). It can be seen that has its maxima

in correspondence with the frequencies (explicitly labeled in

Fig. 8) for which a leaky mode has equal values of its phase

and attenuation constants. (However, the power density is min-

imum rather than maximum at the crossing point for the phase

and attenuation constants of the leaky mode because the

source is in the middle of the substrate, and does not excite the

leaky mode at this frequency.) Moreover, the approximate

values for both the optimum frequencies [obtained with (7)] and

the leaky-mode phase and attenuation constants [obtained with

(22)] are in excellent agreement with the exact ones calculated

numerically.

Finally, expressions for and FBW can be obtained in

terms of the normalized attenuation constant at the optimum

frequency . In fact, from (8) and (12), by means of (22), we

have

(23)

and

(24)

where , given in (22), can be controlled by varying the slab

height and the plasma frequency , which in turn depends on

the small scale geometry of the chosen metamaterial medium.

If we define the enhancement of power density at broadside

of the antenna as the ratio between its maximum power

density radiated at broadside and the power density radiated at

broadside by a unit amplitude electric line source in free space

[which is equal to ], we have

(25)

Therefore, the enhancement-fractional-bandwidth product

EFBW at broadside is

(26)

This means that, by letting the normalized attenuation constant

have small values (e.g., through the use of thick slabs), a large

radiated power density at broadside (25) can be obtained, but at

the expense of having a very small fractional bandwidth (24).

Note that the enhancement factor increases as decreases,

though the bandwidth FBW decreases even faster.

B. Maximum Directivity at Broadside

On the basis of the leaky-wave analysis of the grounded meta-

material slab, an extremely simple formula can be obtained for

the directivity at broadside defined as in (9). In fact, by as-

suming that the field at the air-slab interface is dominated by

the leaky-wave field (13), for the spectral electric field we have

[43]

(27)

At the optimum frequency we have , so that

and

(28)

Therefore, from (9), by letting , the directivity at

broadside at the optimum frequency can be written as

(29)

The integral in the denominator of (29) can be evaluated in a

closed form (see, e.g., [44])

(30)

so that, from (29) and (30), we finally obtain

(31)

where the last approximations hold in the limit of small .

As a validation of the latter result, a comparison between the

exact directivity at broadside [calculated by means of (9)] and

the approximate one [calculated by means of (31)] as a function

of the slab height is reported in Fig. 9 for a grounded metama-

terial slab with ; for each value of , the operating

frequency is and the source is located at . It can

be seen that the agreement between the two curves is excellent.

From (31) and (24) it is seen that the directivity-fractional-

bandwidth product DFBW is , which

becomes small as the directivity increases ( decreases), even

faster than does the product EFBW [from (26)].

C. Angular Limits of the Directive Radiation

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the direction

of maximum radiation is constrained to lie inside the angular

region between broadside and the critical angle . Here we aim

to show that this feature is related to properties of the leaky-

wave poles in the limit of large slab height . In particular, as

increases, the normalized phase constant of each leaky mode

increases, approaching a limiting value of . The precise
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the exact directivity at broadside (calculated by
means of (9), black solid line) and its approximation (calculated by means of
(31), gray dashed line) as a function of the slab height h for a structure as in
Fig. 2. For each value of h, the operating frequency is f (with n = 1) and
the source is located at h = h=2.

manner in which this happens is demonstrated by the following

asymptotic analysis (see also [38]).

By letting , from (14) it can be seen that,

for the second addend to have a limit for , must be

infinitesimal and the argument of the tangent must tend to ,

. Equation (14) can thus be approximated as

(32)

from which can be obtained as

(33)

By separating into real and imaginary parts, an approximate for-

mula for the normalized phase and attenuation constants of the

leaky wave can be obtained in the asymptotic limit of large as

(34)

It is thus analytically proved that, by increasing the slab height

and keeping the frequency fixed, the normalized phase constant

tends to from lower values, while the normalized atten-

uation constant tends even more rapidly to zero. In terms of

beams, this means that for a fixed frequency, increasing causes

the beam corresponding to a particular -th leaky mode to scan

from broadside to the critical angle , while its beamwidth (re-

lated to the attenuation constant) tends to zero.

In Fig. 10, the normalized phase (solid lines) and attenua-

tion (dashed lines) constants of the , , and leaky

modes as functions of the slab height for a structure with

at the operating frequency are re-

ported. In particular, it can be seen that all the normalized phase

constants tend to and all the normalized attenu-

ation constants tend to zero; moreover, the exact curves (black

lines) and the approximate ones (gray lines, obtained from (34))

are in excellent agreement for sufficiently high values of . This

is in accordance with the explanation of the directive radiation

based on the refractive properties provided in [33], and with our

comments at the beginning of Section III.

Fig. 10. Normalized phase and attenuation constants of the TE , TE , and
TE leaky modes as functions of the slab height h for a structure in Fig. 2 at the
operating frequency f = 20:5 GHz. Legend for phase constants �=k : black

solid line, exact; gray solid line, approximate (Eq. (34)). Legend for attenuation
constants �=k : black dashed line, exact; gray dashed line, approximate [Eq.
(34)].

D. Comparison With a Plasma Half Space

Further physical insight into the radiative properties of the

grounded plasma slab can be gained through a comparison

with a different configuration, i.e., a unit-amplitude electric

line source placed in a plasma half space at a distance from

the air-plasma interface. In fact, when the plasma is trans-

parent (i.e., when its relative permittivity is positive), the latter

structure does not support surface or leaky modes, so that any

enhancement of power density or directivity at broadside with

respect to free space must be related to a purely geometrical

optics effect.

This is explained by looking at the spectral electric field at

the plasma-air interface

(35)

which does not have any pole but has instead two pairs of branch

points on the real axis located at and . The total

field at the air-plasma interface, along with the coordinate

(Fig. 1), can thus be represented as the sum of two integral

contributions from the steepest-descent paths surrounding these

branch points, that have the form of vertical paths under the

asymptotic assumption . The contribution from the

branch points at is the space wave, i.e., the geometrical

optics contribution, whereas the contribution from the branch

points at is the lateral wave [42, Sec. 5.5].

The lateral wave propagates along the interface with a

phase constant equal to , but its amplitude strongly depends

on the location of the source since this wave decays exponen-

tially in the vertical direction in the plasma region. It can

thus be expected that its contribution to the total field at the

plasma-air interface is negligible, unless the source is located

very close to the interface.

On the other hand, the space wave propagates along the in-

terface with a phase constant equal to , and thus

it radiates into the upper half space producing a beam with a

maximum at the critical angle , regardless of

the location of the source.

In Fig. 11(a) and (b), a comparison between the exact total

field (TF), the lateral-wave field (LatWF), and the space-wave
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Fig. 11. Comparison among the exact total field (TF), the lateral-wave field
(LatWF), and the space-wave field (SpWF) excited by an electric line source
placed in a plasma half space at a distance h from the air-plasma interface,
plotted along the interface as a function of the normalized distance x=� for
(a) h = 0:01� and (b) h = 0:1� . Parameters: f = 20 GHz, f =

20:015 GHz.

field (SpWF) is presented for a half-space problem in which

and , where the source is

located at and , respectively. For

these two cases, the asymptotic condition is met

for and , respectively; the steepest-de-

scent paths for the LatWF and the SpWF then coincide with the

vertical paths through the branch points and , respec-

tively, which are used in the numerical calculations. It can be

noticed that, when the source is very close to the interface, as in

Fig. 11(a), the LatWF and the SpWF are of the same order of

magnitude and neither one correctly represents the TF (although

their sum does, of course). On the other hand, by increasing the

distance of the source from the interface, already at

the LatWF is negligible, and the TF is almost perfectly repre-

sented by the SpWF alone [see Fig. 11(b)].

From (35) the power density radiated in air can be obtained

as

(36)

From (36) it can be verified that the direction of maximum ra-

diation is , regardless of the location of the

source, so that the radiation pattern has a maximum at broadside

Fig. 12. Directivity at broadside D of a unit amplitude electric line source
embedded in a plasma half space at a distance h from the air-plasma interface.
(a) As a function of " for different values of the normalized distance � = k h .
(b) As a function of � for different values of " .

only when . With reference to the power density radiated

at broadside, the result is

(37)

Therefore, the enhancement defined in Section III-C is

(38)

which has its maximum value when . It can

be noted that in this case the enhancement has an upper

limit, whereas in the case of the grounded plasma slab it can

be made arbitrarily large by a proper choice of the physical and

geometrical parameters [see (25)].

Turning now to the directivity at broadside, according to (9)

this is given by

(39)

For a fixed value of the normalized distance , has

a maximum for , as can be seen in Fig. 12(a), where

different values of are considered. On the other hand, when

, the first integral in (39) is zero and the second one can
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be asymptotically evaluated for large values of by a simple

integration by parts. The result is that , as can be veri-

fied in Fig. 12(b). When , the directivity increases with

and tends to a limit value [see Fig. 12(b)]; however, such a limit

value can be made arbitrarily large by choosing a sufficiently

low value of .

From the above results it can be concluded that, while the an-

gular confinement of radiation close to broadside in the semi-in-

finite plasma problem can be related to a “lens” effect caused by

the refraction process at the air-plasma interface, the significant

enhancement of radiation at broadside is an intrinsically modal

phenomenon related to the excitation of a leaky wave, and is

thus only observed in the finite-thickness plasma-slab problem.

Furthermore, a numerical calculation reveals that the directivity

of the slab structure is much higher than that of the half-space

structure, for the same distance of the source from the interface.

Therefore, while a ray-optics effect plays a role in explaining the

high directivity seen in the slab structure, the dominant physical

mechanism is that of a leaky wave.

IV. PERIODIC STRUCTURES AND FULL-WAVE ANALYSIS

In this section, numerical results are presented for the radi-

ation patterns of a line source embedded in a periodic meta-

material structure, in order to validate the analysis presented

in the previous sections, which was based on a homogeneous

grounded-slab model. In particular, full-wave simulations have

been performed in order to determine the numerically-exact ra-

diation pattern for the structure shown in Fig. 1(a), consisting

of a line source inside a finite number of periodic layers of per-

fectly conducting cylinders.

The radiation patterns have been obtained by using the reci-

procity theorem, which provides a convenient means to obtain

the far-field pattern as it only involves a numerical solution

of the structure under plane-wave incidence [45]. Reciprocity

has also been used previously to obtain the far-field patterns of

dipole sources in homogeneous layered media [46] and dipole

sources in the presence of infinite periodic structures [47]. Al-

though the metamaterial slab in Fig. 1(a) is not homogeneous,

reciprocity still applies since the slab medium consists of only

perfectly conducting cylinders above a ground plane, and per-

fect conductors are reciprocal objects. (As a side remark, it is

interesting to note that reciprocity places restrictions on the spa-

tially dispersive behavior of the metamaterial slab permittivity,

as discussed in [48].)

In the reciprocity method for the structure considered here,

a 1-Amp “testing” line source “ ” is placed in the far field at

. The far field from the original line source “ ” inside the

metamaterial slab at [see Fig. 1(a)] is simply the reaction

[45]. (Because of the 1-D nature of the problem consid-

ered here, reaction actually denotes reaction per unit length in

the direction.) By reciprocity, this is the same as the reaction

, which physically represents the electric field at

the location of the original line source, due to the incident field

of the testing line source. Since the testing line source is in the

far field, the incident field that it produces near the metamaterial

Fig. 13. Power density radiated at broadside versus frequency: comparisons
between full-wave simulations and results obtained with the homogeneous
grounded-slab model, for the structure in Fig. 1(a) with N = 6 and N = 4

layers of PEC cylinders. Parameters: a = 0:5 mm, d = 20 mm. Parameters

of the homogeneous model: h = Nd, f = 3:8413 GHz.

slab is essentially a plane wave with an amplitude at the origin

that is

(40)

Hence, the far-field pattern is the same as the field

when the metamaterial slab is illuminated by an in-

cident plane wave of amplitude arriving from the direction

angle . This field is calculated by using a periodic moment

method, so that the analysis domain can be restricted to a single

spatial period (unit cell) of the structure. The electric field inte-

gral equation (EFIE) is enforced on the surface of the cylin-

ders within the unit cell, with being the number of cylinder

layers comprising the metamaterial slab. Sixteen pulse basis and

testing functions have been adopted on each cylinder for the nu-

merical solution. The periodic free-space Green’s function that

is used in the periodic moment-method solution has been ac-

celerated using the Ewald method as described in [49], for im-

proved computational efficiency.

In Fig. 13, the power density at broadside is reported as a

function of frequency for the metamaterial structure in Fig. 1(a),

with parameters and , and with

and layers of cylinders, respectively. Note that in Fig. 1

the bottom cylinder is centered above the ground plane and

the source is located at a distance above the ground

plane, i.e., in the middle of the structure. Full-wave results are

compared here with those obtained from the corresponding ho-

mogeneous grounded slab model. The equivalent height has

been chosen equal to , which takes into account the fringing

fields at the top and bottom layers of the structure [12]. There-

fore, the source is located at . Furthermore, an effec-

tive plasma frequency has been used, cal-

culated according to the following approximate formula, valid

in the limit of small cylinder radius with respect to the spatial

period [50]

(41)
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Fig. 14. Radiation patterns at three different frequencies: comparisons
between full-wave simulations and results obtained with the homogeneous
grounded-slab model, for the structure in Fig. 13, with N = 6 layers of PEC
cylinders.

As can be seen, in both cases the behavior of the power den-

sity at broadside as a function of frequency is correctly predicted

by the homogeneous model, thus confirming the effectiveness

of this model in capturing the essential physical mechanisms of

radiation for this class of structures, even in the presence of a

small number of periodic layers. However, it may be noted that

the optimum frequency obtained with the homogeneous model

is shifted with respect to the one obtained from the full-wave

simulations. This is probably due to the use of an approximate

formula for the calculation of the effective plasma frequency of

the homogenized medium, and to the adopted equivalent thick-

ness for the homogeneous slab. With reference to the latter pa-

rameter, although it is shown in [12] that the choice

is suitable for reproducing the plane-wave reflection and trans-

mission features of a wire-medium slab in free space, it may

well not be the optimal choice for describing modal propaga-

tion phenomena and radiation from finite sources in grounded

wire-medium slabs.

In Fig. 14, radiation patterns are shown at three different

frequencies for the same structure considered in Fig. 13 with

layers of cylinders. At the equiva-

lent plasma is opaque, and a relatively broad beam pointing at

broadside is radiated, with low values of the power density. At

the plasma is transparent, the beam still points at

broadside, and the level of radiated power density at broadside

is maximum, so that the beam is on the verge of splitting. Fi-

nally, at two well separated peaks are visible,

and the pointing angles are in very good agreement with those

predicted by the homogeneous model, corresponding to the an-

gles of leaky-wave radiation. Again, except for the above-men-

tioned frequency shift, the homogeneous model correctly repro-

duces the shape of the radiation pattern and its evolution with

frequency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper radiation from a line source embedded in a

plasma-like metamaterial slab over a ground plane has been

studied. The extremely high directivity attainable with this

kind of structure has been investigated by means of a simple

model characterized by a frequency-dependent plasma-like

permittivity.

Particular attention has been devoted to broadside radiation,

deriving simple approximate formulas for the optimum slab

thickness or frequency to maximize the radiated power density,

for the directivity, and for the relevant pattern bandwidth of the

antenna.

Furthermore, the fundamental mechanism of radiation re-

sponsible for the large power density at broadside and the high

directivity has been shown here to be due to the excitation of

a leaky wave supported by the structure. In particular, max-

imum power density radiated at broadside is obtained when

the leaky mode has small and nearly equal values of the phase

and attenuation constants. Directivity and bandwidth have also

been expressed in terms of the attenuation constant of the leaky

wave.

The case of a line source embedded within a semi-infinite

plasma region has also been considered. In this case there is no

leaky wave, and an increase in the directivity occurs only by

virtue of a “ray-optics” effect, caused by the refraction of the

waves at the interface. Although large directivities may be ob-

tained with the plasma half-space structure (provided the source

is sufficiently far from the interface), the power density at broad-

side may only be enhanced by a modest amount (at most a factor

of 4).

Numerical results for actual metamaterials based on

full-wave simulations of specific structures composed of a

finite number of layers of circular conducting cylinders have

been presented. These results validate the analysis based on a

homogeneous slab model, and confirm the conclusions obtained

from it.

Finally, we stress that the present 2-D investigation provides

fundamental background information for the more involved 3-D

problem of a wire-medium slab excited by an elemental dipole

source. In fact, it can easily be seen by reciprocity that the shape

of the H-plane radiation patterns of a dipole and of a line source

parallel to the axis of the wires are exactly the same. On the

other hand, the adopted isotropic plasma model is only suitable

for treating 2-D propagation of polarized waves propa-

gating in the plane, whereas the 3-D study requires taking

into account the anisotropic and spatially-dispersive nature of

the wire medium [51]. Nevertheless, the E-plane pattern from

a dipole source can be shown to be approximately equal to the

H-plane pattern of the same dipole source near the beam peak.

Hence knowledge of the beam shape in both principal planes for

the dipole source can be inferred from the H-plane pattern of the

line source. A demonstration of this property, as well as other

results for the 3-D problem, will be the subject of future work.
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